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Abstract: The gaseous mass of protoplanetary disks is a fundamental quantity in planet
formation. The presence of gas is necessary to assemble planetesimals, it determines
timescales of giant planet birth, and it is an unknown factor for a wide range of prop-
erties of planet formation, from chemical abundances (X/H) to the mass efficiency of
planet formation. The gas mass obtained from traditional tracers, such as dust thermal
continuum and CO isotopologues, are now known to have significant (1 - 2 orders of mag-
nitude) discrepancies. Emission from the isotopologue of H2, hydrogen deuteride (HD),
offers an alternative measurement of the disk gas mass.
Of all of the regions of the spectrum, the far-infrared stands out in that orders of
magnitude gains in sensitivity can be gleaned by cooling a large aperture telescope to
8 K. Such a facility can open up a vast new area of the spectrum to exploration. One
of the primary benefits of this far-infrared revolution would be the ability to survey
hundreds of planet-forming disks in HD emission to derive their gaseous masses. For
the first time, we will have statistics on the gas mass as a function of evolution, tracing
birth to dispersal as a function of stellar spectral type. These measurements have broad
implications for our understanding of the time scale during which gas is available to
form giant planets, the dynamical evolution of the seeds of terrestrial worlds, and the
resulting chemical composition of pre-planetary embryos carrying the elements needed
for life. Measurements of the ground-state line of HD requires a space-based observatory
operating in the far-infrared at 112 µm.

Central question: What is the gaseous disk mass and its evolution during planet formation?

Planet-forming disks are mostly gaseous in composition; at birth the gas carries ∼100× more
mass than the solid dust particles. The disk mass is the most fundamental quantity
determining whether planets can form, and on what time scale. Estimates of disk gaseous
masses are complicated by the fact that the first excited state of H2 sits at 512 K above the
ground state and is essentially unemissive at the temperatures that characterize much of the
gaseous mass (i.e., 10–30 K). To counter this difficulty, the thermal continuum emission of the
dust grains, or rotational lines of CO, are often used as a proxy for mass under the assumption
they can be calibrated to trace the total gas mass [see discussion in, 1]. However, sensitive
observations have demonstrated that grains have undergone substantial growth; in fact it is
clear that significant dust mass is missing [2]. Further, recent ALMA surveys of well over 100
disks have compared gas masses measured from dust to CO-derived masses [3, 4, 5]. They find
a systemic result that CO-derived masses are 10−100× below that estimated from dust
(assuming gas mass/dust mass = 100). Given that the dust masses are also a lower limit on the
total mass, the gas mass of disks remains unknown by orders of magnitude despite decades of
work.

This leads to a gas mass conundrum such that either the CO abundance in disks may be orders
of magnitude lower than in molecular clouds due to chemical and/or physical effects
[6, 7, 8, 9] or the planet-forming gaseous mass is dispersed within a few Myr [3]. This problem
is pervasive, yet the effect is the dominant term in the overall disk physical/chemical evolution.
Furthermore, there are broad implications as all chemical measurements need the H2 mass to
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determine abundances and the presence/absence of gas drives giant planet migration and
influences the orbits of protoplanetary bodies [10, 11, 12].

Hydrogen Deuteride as a New Tracer of Hidden H2

The fundamental (J = 1 → 0) rotation transition of HD at 112 µm has been proposed as a much
more robust measure of protoplanetary disk mass. While HD is a different molecular species,
and therefore remains an indirect tracer of H2, it may be as close as it is possible to get to a
direct total mass tracer. Using Herschel, the gas mass of the TW Hya disk was measured by
taking advantage of the fact that the lowest rotational transition of HD is ∼ 106 times more
emissive than the lowest transition of H2 for a given gas mass at 20 K [13]. Due to Herschel’s
limited lifetime, the only other deep HD observations obtained were toward six disks, with the
result being two additional detections [14]. The TW Hya detection is shown in Fig. 1 (left).

Table 1 provides a breakdown of the strengths and weaknesses of each indirect probe of the gas
mass. Dust and CO-derived masses both have internal issues, but at present there is a factor of
10-100 discrepancy amongst these measurements. HD itself has two weaknesses. First, the
atomic D/H ratio is used to set the calibration between the HD and H2 mass. This varies by
∼30% beyond the local bubble [15]. This uncertainty is therefore much smaller than the order
of magnitude uncertainties seen when comparing dust- or CO-estimated masses. Second, the
HD gas mass has a strong dependence on the assumed gas temperature and is proportional to
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Figure 1: Left: HD emission at 112 µm towards TW Hya [13]. Right: Predicted emission as a function of
disk gas mass and stellar mass for disk systems at the distance of Orion. For reference, TW Hya is ∼7×
closer than Orion. The logarithm of the line-to-continuum ratio (L/C) is also shown. Uncolored points
have L/C <1%. As the dust thermal continuum emission peaks near 100 µm, high spectral resolving
powers, R & a few 104, are needed to optimize the contrast enough for detection (L/C& a few % for
lower-mass disks, e.g. M . 10−3M¯). Further, fully resolving the HD lines (in the absence of spatially
resolved imaging), will help to decrease the error on the retrieved disk masses.

exp (-128/Tg as). This parameter dominates the uncertainty on HD as a mass tracer. However,
ALMA observations of rare CO isotopologues can readily constrain models of radial and
vertical disk gas temperature in disk systems, independently of the CO abundance [16, 17, 18].
In addition, a far-IR telescope operating at 100 to 600 µm would provide access to CO
isotopologues with J ≥ 5, tracing warmer gas.

As seen in Fig.1 (right), models predict that the emission of HD directly measures mass (see
also [19]). With temperature constrained via other means, the disk gas mass can certainly be
derived to within a factor of 2-3 [13, 14, 19]. Given that the present day discrepancy
encompasses orders of magnitude, this represents a major advance.

The Existing Landscape

Detection of HD emission requires being above the absorption of the Earth’s atmosphere. The
HIRMES instrument on SOFIA will have the ability to detect and partially resolve (R ∼ 100,000)
HD emission in the most massive and warmest disk systems with Mg as & 0.03 M¯ (flux
& 5×10−18 W/m2). In addition, by spectrally resolving the line, one can use the fact that line
width is dominated by temperature and Keplerian rotation to improve the retrieval of the total
disk mass, given a disk model. That is, the line profile carries information on the mass
distribution as a function of radius. Given the limited information we have at present, any
detection by HIRMES will be invaluable and this instrument will pave the way for future
studies. However, the SOFIA telescope is not cooled and thus does not capture the order of
magnitude gains needed for a major step forward.

In the field of disk studies we need to move beyond observations of single objects - we need to
survey across all evolutionary stages and stellar mass. To obtain statistics on disks around stars
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Figure 2: Model HD J 1 → 0 emission profile in a typical disk system along with spectra generated for
three examples of spectral resolution (OSS-etalon - R ∼ 105, OSS-(FTS) - R ∼ 104, SPICA-SAFARI - R ∼
3000). The mass sensitivity is given in terms of Jupiter masses at 100 pc with example images of planets
with similar masses show to the right. These examples show the power of a cooled telescope (SOFIA vs
Origins) and high spectral resolution (Origins vs SPICA) in terms of sensitivity to HD emission and gas
mass.

of all masses, and to capture temporal disk evolution in a meaningful manner, we need to be
sensitive to mass evolution. Thus any observatory must be capable of detecting gas masses
needed to make giant planets (< 10−3M¯) or ∼ 10−20 W/m2 (5σ). This also enables the
detection of more massive systems at much larger distances to build a statistical sample. This
requires a cooled space telescope. At present there are two options that have been explored in
detail and provide a glimpse of the capabilities that are needed. SPICA, which is a 2.5m cooled
aperture equipped with a spectrometer with intermediate spectral resolving power (R ∼ 3000)
and the Origins Space Telescope with a ∼5.9m cooled aperture and R ∼ 43,000 at 112µm.
SPICA is one of the three missions in competition for ESA’s M5 opportunity and the Origins
Space Telescope is a concept as part of NASA’s decadal preparations. Of these two the higher
spectral resolving power (and larger aperture) of the Origins Space Telescope allows for HD
line detections down to lower mass limits; the higher resolving power is particularly important
when the disk continuum is bright, as is often the case. These issues are summarized in
graphic form in Fig.2.

Recommendation

The disk gas mass is a fundamental parameter for planet formation. It sets the timescales for
giant planet formation and controls the kinematics of the system, including (proto-)planets.
During early stages, the presence of gas leads to the implantation of elements of life (Carbon,
Oxygen, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Sulfur) held in volatile molecules (e.g. CO, H2O, ...) into the
growing solids. Knowledge of the gas mass enables the determination of chemical abundances
needed to track the incorporation of volatile elements in forming rocky and gas/giant planets,
as a mandatory factor for habitability (for terrestrial worlds). Over the coming decade,
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knowledge of the planet-forming gas mass in the galaxy will slowly advance but a leap in our
knowledge requires HD measurements, and this goal requires dedicated work toward sensitive
spectroscopic observations at 112µm.

We therefore recommend:

the development of a large aperture far-infrared cooled space-borne observatory. The
observatory must be sensitive to HD emission at 112µm with integrated fluxes of 10−20 W m−2

to reach the lowest mass disks in the nearest star-forming regions and to reach the several
thousand disks in Orion. The spectral resolving power should be at least a few × 104 to have
enough line-to-continuum contrast to detect lower-mass disks. This will enable detailed surveys
of HD emission to obtain statistical information on this central quantity for the first time.
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